Recommendation Letter Clarification

**Alpha Chi Omega (information for 2022 only)**
- Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters: No
- **Who can write recommendations?**
  - **Alumni:** Any alumni of Alpha Chi Omega in good standing
  - **Active:** Any active member of Alpha Chi Omega in good standing
- **How to Submit:**
  - Email to olemiss@alphachiomega.org
- **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** 1 is recommended, not required.

**Alpha Delta Pi**
- **Deadline:** July 1st
- **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Letters of Recommendation
- Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters: Yes
- **Who can write recommendations?**
  - **Alumni:** Any alumni of Alpha Delta Pi in good standing
  - **Third-Party:** Anyone who knows the PNM well
- **How to Submit:**
  - Online: [https://www.alphadeltapi.org/](https://www.alphadeltapi.org/) (alumni) or adpi.deltasigma.ra@gmail.com (third-party)
  - Mail to: Abby Overstreet, 699 Hayloft way, Brighton, CO 80601
- **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** 1
- Does your chapter utilize packets? No

**Alpha Omicron Pi**
- **Deadline:** July 31st
- **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Membership Introduction Form (MIF)
- Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters: Yes
- **Who can write recommendations?**
  - **Alumni:** Any alumna of Alpha Omicron Pi in good standing
  - **Third-Party:** Anyone who knows the PNM well
- **How to Submit:**
  - Online: Email to Nubetamif@gmail.com (alumni or third-party) or submit electronically through AOII website (alumni)
  - Mail to: AOII PO Box 301, 1501 W. Jackson Avenue, Suite 113 / Oxford, MS 38655
- **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** One is recommended, more than one is accepted.
- **Does your chapter utilize packets?** Resumes and pictures can be mailed to the address above or submitted online through our national portal.

**Alpha Phi**
- **Deadline:** July 31st
- **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Recommendation Letter
- **Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters:** No
- **Who can write recommendations?**
  - **Alumni:** Any alumna of Alpha Phi in good standing
- **How to Submit:**
  - Online: [https://alphaphi.org/join-alpha-phi/recommendations/](https://alphaphi.org/join-alpha-phi/recommendations/) or emailed to olemissalphaphi.recs@gmail.com
- **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** 2
- **Does your chapter utilize packets?** Yes

**Delta Delta Delta**
- **Deadline:** August 1st
- **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Letters of Recommendation
- **Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters:** No
- **Who can write recommendations?**
  - **Alumni:** Any alumni in Pansy Degree
- **How to Submit:** Hard copy is preferred; online is accepted too.
  - Online: [https://www.tridelta.org/our-members/alumnae/](https://www.tridelta.org/our-members/alumnae/)
  - Mail to: Delta Delta Delta Ole Miss Attention: Reference Chairman, PO Box 607, Oxford, MS 38655
- **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** 1
- **Does your chapter utilize packets?** No

**Delta Gamma**
- **Deadline:** July 1st
- **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Recommendation Form
- **Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters:** Yes
- **Who can write recommendations?**
  - **Alumni:** Any Alumni of any Delta Gamma chapter in good standing
  - **Third-Party:** Anyone who knows the PNM well
- **How to Submit:**
  - Online: [www.deltagamma.org](http://www.deltagamma.org)
  - Mail to: P.O. Box 986, Oxford, MS. 38655
- **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** 2
- **Does your chapter utilize packets?** Yes

**Kappa Delta**
- **Deadline:** July 15th
- **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Recommendation Letter
- **Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters:** Yes
• Who can write recommendations?
  ○ Alumni: Kappa Delta Alumnae and Non-University of Mississippi Kappa Delta Collegians
  ○ Third-Party: Anyone who knows the PNM well
• How to Submit: Mail-In and Online Submissions Accepted.
  ○ Online: https://kappadelta.org/
  ○ Mail to: PO Box 626 Oxford, MS 38655
• How Many Recommendation letters per PNM? We do not require recommendations but they are highly suggested!
• Does your chapter utilize packets? Yes

Kappa Kappa Gamma
• Deadline: They will be accepted until the start of recruitment, but it is beneficial to the recruitment team to submit materials earlier. (preferred by 8/1/2022)
• Term for Alumni Recommendation: Reference
• Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters: No
• Who can write recommendations?
  ○ Alumni: Any initiated member (which includes active and alumnae members) of Kappa Kappa Gamma may write a reference for you. Undergraduates may not write a recommendation for a potential new member at their own chapter, but may for chapters other than their own.
• How to Submit:
  ○ Online: https://www.kappakappagamma.org/write-a-reference/
• How Many Recommendation letters per PNM? A reference is not required to join Kappa Kappa Gamma, but it can be very helpful in the membership recruitment process.
• Does your chapter utilize packets? No

Phi Mu
• Phi Mu does not accept recommendation letters.

Pi Beta Phi
• Deadline: Preferred by 7/31, will be accepted until 8/18
• Term for Alumni Recommendation: Recruitment Information Form (RIF)
• Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters: Yes
• Who can write recommendations?
  ○ Alumni: Alumnae of Pi Beta Phi in good standing
  ○ Third-Party: Anyone who knows the PNM well
• How to Submit:
  ○ Online: pibetaphi.org/rif (preferred)
  ○ Mail to: Pi Beta Phi, MS Beta 1501 Jackson Ave, West Suite 113, PO Box 303, Oxford, MS 38655
• How Many Recommendation letters per PNM? None are required
• Does your chapter utilize packets? No

Chi Omega
• **Deadline:** June 30th
• **Term for Alumni Recommendation:** Recruitment Introduction Form
• **Will Accept Third-Party Recommendation Letters:** No
• **Who can write recommendations?**
  ○ **Alumni:** Alumnae of Chi Omega in good standing

• **How to Submit:**
  ○ Online: chiomegatauchapter@gmail.com (preferred)
  ○ Mail to: Chi Omega Tau, Attn: Lauren Jones, PO Box 1268, Oxford, MS 38655

• **How Many Recommendation letters per PNM?** A reference is not required to join Chi Omega, but it is encouraged and can be very helpful in the membership recruitment process.

• **Does your chapter utilize packets?** No